
13 State Chronicles 
 

Outline role specification for Director of African American Partnerships 
 

In preparation for the 250th anniversary of the Declaration of Independence on July 4th, 2026, 
The State Chronicles Project/What on Earth Publishing is proud to be partnered with America 
250 for the creation of a series of 13 State Chronicles. These resources tell the story of state 
history from the earliest history pre-contact times to the present day and champion inclusivity 
and free speech. They are aimed at children in grades 4–7 but will also be enjoyed by teachers, 
parents, and grandparents alike. 
 
The role of Director of African American Partnerships is critical to the success of the project. It 
provides an essential bridge between African American stakeholders within each state and the 
State Chronicles Project team charged with creating the digital and print materials. 
Responsibilities include: 
 

• Identifying African American entities in each State as potential strategic content 
partners (13 states), ensuring that their histories infuse the State Chronicles series.  

• Once an entity(ies) has(have) been identified as an appropriate organization(s) or, 
association or higher education institution, and is willing to participate, the Director of 

African American Partnerships will secure the partnership for the project 

• Managing ongoing relationships with African American partners by facilitating a 
dialogue between their appointed content managers and the State Chronicles 
development team 

• Working with African American content partners to identify primary source materials 
that can be linked to via QR codes within each State Chronicle title (these will be largely 
primary sources, including artifacts, videos, maps, documents, photos, speeches, audio 
files etc). 

• Participating fully with other members of the State Chronicles team under the overall 
direction of CEO Christopher Lloyd and Publisher Nancy Feresten. 

• Travelling, if necessary, alone or with other team members throughout the 13 states to 
secure key partnerships and the above objectives (travel expenses are covered by the 
State Chronicles/What on Earth Publishing) 

• Remaining flexible as the project develops and the requirements of the role inevitably 
evolve into providing editorial advice / guidance (not writing) and to help with the 
review process in the future 

 
As the project progresses, we will better understand how much time this role will require, and 
flexibility will be essential. To start, a monthly retainer of $2,500 with a review in 6 months to 
ensure the role specification and compensation is appropriate. Once this specification has been 
agreed, a contractor agreement will be completed to formalize and confirm the arrangement.  


